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ABSTRACT
We propose that massive Thorne-Z˙ytkow objects can explode. A Thorne-Z˙ytkow ob-
ject is a theoretically predicted star that has a neutron core. When nuclear reactions
supporting a massive Thorne-Z˙ytkow object terminate, a strong accretion occurs to-
wards the central neutron core. The accretion rate is large enough to sustain a super-
Eddington accretion towards the neutron core. The neutron core may collapse to a
black hole after a while. A strong large-scale outflow or a jet can be launched from
the super-Eddington accretion disk and the collapsing Thorne-Z˙ytkow object can be
turned into an explosion. The ejecta have about 10 M⊙ but the explosion energy de-
pends on when the accretion is suppressed. We presume that the explosion energy
could be as low as ∼ 1047 erg and such a low-energy explosion could be observed like
a failed supernova. The maximum possible explosion energy is ∼ 1052 erg and such
a high-energy explosion could be observed as an energetic Type II supernova or a
superluminous supernova. Explosions of Thorne-Z˙ytkow objects may provide a new
path to spread lithium and other heavy elements produced through the irp process
such as molybdenum in the Universe.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Thorne-Z˙ytkow object (TZ˙O) is a theoretically predicted
star that has a degenerate neutron core. Its configuration
is first studied by Thorne & Zytkow (1975, 1977), although
earlier studies speculate the existence of neutron-core sup-
ported stars (Gamow 1937; Landau 1938). A stable TZ˙O
configuration is found when its envelope mass is smaller
than ≃ 8 M⊙ or larger than ≃ 14 M⊙ (Thorne & Zytkow
1975, 1977; Biehle 1991, 1994; Cannon 1993). TZ˙Os can be
formed when a neutron star is swallowed by a companion
star as a result of an unstable mass transfer (Taam et al.
1978) or a supernova kick (Leonard et al. 1994).
The existence of TZ˙Os is also questioned. For example,
it is argued that accretion rates onto a neutron star during
inspiral towards its companion core to form a TZ˙O would
be high enough for the neutron star to collapse into a black
hole (e.g., Brown 1995; Chevalier 1996; Fryer & Woosley
1998). The black-hole formation could even trigger an ex-
plosion during the inspiral and Chevalier (2012) argues that
such an explosion during the inspiral could be observed as a
Type IIn supernova or a superluminous supernova because
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of a dense circumstellar medium formed during the inspi-
ral. In this study, we assume that neutron stars avoid these
possibilities during the inspiral and TZ˙Os are successfully
formed.
Massive (& 14 M⊙) TZ˙Os support their envelopes
through nuclear reactions called irp (interrupted rapid pro-
ton) process near the neutron cores (Cannon 1993; Biehle
1991; Tout et al. 2014). As a result, TZ˙Os can be observed
as red giants/supergiants with peculiar chemical abundances
having, e.g., enhanced molybdenum and rubidium. It is
also suggested that lithium abundance can be enhanced
in TZ˙Os (Podsiadlowski et al. 1995, PCR95 hereafter). A
red supergiant star HV2112 is suggested to be a massive
TZ˙O candidate because of its chemical anomalies that match
the theoretical predictions (Levesque et al. 2014), although
other possibilities are also suggested (Sabach & Soker 2015;
Maccarone & de Mink 2016, but see also Worley et al.
2016).
If the nuclear reactions are terminated in a massive TZ˙O
because of exhaustion of irp process seed elements or mass
loss that put the TZ˙O below the mass limit (≃ 14 M⊙) re-
quired to sustain the irp-process reactions, the TZ˙O config-
uration is no longer stable. PCR95 find that such a TZ˙O
triggers a strong accretion towards the central neutron core
that may end up with a black hole formation. Here, we look
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into the TZ˙O collapse and suggest that a massive TZ˙O may
explode in the end.
2 COLLAPSE
After the termination of the nuclear burning at the neutron-
core surface, matters around the surface keep contracting
and the temperature becomes high enough for neutrino emis-
sion to dominate energy loss (& 2.5×109 K, PCR95). Thanks
to the efficient neutrino cooling, the accretion towards the
neutron core is not limited by the Eddington rate and a
super-Eddington accretion can be immediately achieved.
The subsequent accretion rate is therefore determined by
a free-fall accretion rate.
Fig. 1 shows a free-fall accretion rate of a 16 M⊙ TZ˙O
with a 1 M⊙ neutron core presented in Biehle (1991). Its
radius is 1100 R⊙ . The accretion rate is kept above ∼
10−3 M⊙ yr
−1 which is required to trap photons in an accret-
ing flow and keep a super-Eddington accretion (Chevalier
1989). Therefore, the accretion rate remains to be super-
Eddington and follows the free-fall accretion rate in Fig. 1.
The free-fall accretion is suppressed when the centrifu-
gal force starts to be dominant. PCR95 suggest that TZ˙Os
rotate rigidly because of efficient convections in their en-
velopes. They estimate that a typical TZ˙O angular velocity
is ∼ 3 × 10−9 s−1. In this case, the Keplarian rotation is
achieved near the neutron core surface (∼ 10 km) in a few
days after the collapse. At this point, ∼ 10−3 M⊙ has been
accreted on the neutron core and it has not collapsed to
a black hole yet. A thick accretion disk would be formed
around the central neutron core. The subsequent evolution
depends on an uncertain viscosity in the accretion disk. The
viscous timescale of the thick disk is ∼ (αωk)
−1 where α is
the viscosity parameter and ωk is the Keplerian angular ve-
locity (e.g., Kumar et al. 2008). Because tff ∼ ω
−1
k
, where tff
is a free-fall time, the viscous timescale is ∼ α−1tff . Assum-
ing a typical α ∼ 0.1, the viscous timescale is ∼ 10 times
longer than the free-fall timescale. Therefore, the accretion
rate is reduced by a factor of ∼ 10 compared to the free-
fall accretion rate in Fig. 1 after a few days since the col-
lapse. However, the accretion rate is still much larger than
∼ 10−3 M⊙ yr
−1 required to keep the super-Eddington accre-
tion. The accretion disk around the neutron core may trigger
large-scale outflows at this stage (e.g., Ohsuga 2007).
If the super-Eddington accretion continues, about 1 M⊙
is accreted on the neutron star at a few months (free-fall,
when the initial angular velocity is small) or a few years
(viscous, as discussed above) after the collapse. At this mo-
ment, the central neutron core collapses to a black hole.
The subsequent accretion towards the black hole is easily
kept super-Eddington because photons are swallowed by the
black hole. If a disk is formed, the disk accretion towards the
central black hole is high enough to be radiatively inefficient
and geometrically thick and, therefore, the super-Eddington
accretion continues. Such an accretion disk can drive large-
scale outflows (e.g., Kohri et al. 2005; Dexter & Kasen 2013)
or jets (e.g., Blandford & Znajek 1977).
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Figure 1. Free-fall accretion rate of a 16 M⊙ TZ˙O with a 1 M⊙
neutron core presented in Biehle (1991).
3 EXPLOSION
Because ∼ 10 M⊙ typically exists at ∼ 1000 R⊙ in mas-
sive TZ˙Os (Thorne & Zytkow 1975, 1977; Biehle 1991, 1994;
Cannon 1993), their binding energies are of the order of
1047 erg. Indeed, the binding energy of the 16 M⊙ TZ˙O in
Fig. 1 is 5 × 1047 erg. As discussed in the previous section,
a super-Eddington accretion disk is likely formed around
the central compact object during the collapse of a TZ˙O.
The accretion disk can launch large scale outflows and/or
jets. Thanks to the small binding energy of TZ˙Os, outflows
and/or jets can easily push back the collapsing TZ˙Os and
make them explode. Observational properties of exploded
TZ˙Os strongly depend on the injected energy from the ac-
cretion disk and several possibilities can be considered as
outcomes of TZ˙O explosions.
If the accretion is suppressed shortly after the binding
energy (∼ 1047 erg) is released, the explosion energy is likely
∼ 1047 erg or less. The explosion may be observed as a low
energy Type IIP supernova. The plateau bolometric lumi-
nosity and duration are estimated to be ∼ 2 × 1038 erg s−1
(−7.1 mag) and ∼ 900 days, respectively, if we adopt a for-
malism of Kasen & Woosley (2009). Because this luminos-
ity is comparable to the progenitor luminosity, a TZ˙O may
look as if it disappeared without an explosion. The explo-
sion energy is similar to those of so-called ‘failed’ super-
novae (Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013) and a
low-energy TZ˙O explosion may be confused with them. If
a TZ˙O happens to be surrounded by a dense circumstellar
medium, the ejecta may interact with the dense circumstel-
lar media and it may be observed as low-luminosity Type IIn
supernovae like SN 2008S (Botticella et al. 2009, and refer-
ences therein).
If the accretion is not suppressed and the disk wind
continues to blow, the TZ˙O explosion energy can be as
high as, or even higher than, that of supernovae. As-
suming a canonical energy conversion efficiency of accre-
tions to outflows (∼ 10−3), the explosion energy can be
of the order of ∼ 1052 erg at most. Such an explosion is
observed as an energetic Type II supernova like OGLE-
2014-SN-073 (Terreran et al. 2017) or an accretion-powered
hydrogen-rich superluminous supernova (Dexter & Kasen
MNRAS 000, 1–4 (2018)
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2013) like SN 2008es (Gezari et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2009;
Inserra et al. 2016).
If a strong collimated jet is launched following a black
hole formation, an exploding TZ˙O may be observed as an
extremely long gamma-ray burst like Swift 1644+57 as pro-
posed by Quataert & Kasen (2012). A superluminous super-
nova like transients may also appear as a result of such a jet
if it can penetrate the envelope (e.g., Nakauchi et al. 2013).
PCR95 estimate that the birth rate of TZ˙Os in our
Galaxy is around 2 × 10−4 yr−1. The rate of TZ˙O explosions
is likely to be similar to the birth rate, i.e., ∼ 10−4 yr−1 in
our Galaxy. Given the Galactic supernova rate of ∼ 1 yr−1
(Li et al. 2011), we expect one TZ˙O explosion in 10,000 su-
pernovae. The rate is comparable to that of superluminous
supernovae (e.g., Quimby et al. 2013) and the future or even
current transient surveys would be capable of finding them.
TZ˙O explosions can occur in a wide range of metallicity and
we do not expect a metallicity dependence in TZ˙O explosion
sites.
Because TZ˙O explosions can have an ejecta mass of
∼ 10 M⊙ and an explosion energy that is similar to super-
novae, distinguishing TZ˙O explosions from supernovae could
be a challenge. The most notable difference between TZ˙O ex-
plosions and supernovae is the lack of a metal core in TZ˙O
explosions. Supernovae show strong metal lines from their
progenitors’ core in late phases but TZ˙O explosions would
not show such strong metal lines because of the lack of the
metal core. Also, no radioactive elements are synthesized in
TZ˙O explosions and they could simply disappear when a
recombination wave in hydrogen-rich ejecta reaches at the
center if the accretion power is suppressed in late phases.
The peculiar abundances predicted in massive TZ˙Os may
also be a clue to identify TZ˙O explosions.
The lack or small number of TZ˙O candidates discovered
so far may imply that lifetimes of TZ˙Os are rather short. The
short TZ˙O lifetimes can be caused by strong mass loss that
put TZ˙Os below the mass limit to cease the irp reactions
early (cf. Cannon 1993). If mass loss is the major cause to
terminate irp process in TZ˙Os, explosion properties of TZ˙Os
could be rather uniform because explosions are always trig-
gered when the mass of TZ˙Os goes below a certain mass
limit. Especially, the ejecta mass of TZ˙O explosions could
always correspond to the mass limit (≃ 14 M⊙).
If massive TZ˙Os explode, a large amount of lithium and
other peculiar elements that result from irp process would be
spread into interstellar media through TZ˙Os. Therefore TZ˙O
explosions could be important in the chemical evolution in
the Universe, especially for the uncertain origin of rp process
elements. Further studies are required to find the possible
effect of TZ˙O explosions in chemical evolution.
4 SUMMARY
We have shown that TZ˙Os could be in a family of explod-
able stars. The termination of nuclear reactions supporting a
massive TZ˙O leads to a super-Eddington accretion towards
the central neutron core. The free-fall accretion rate is al-
way above ∼ 10−3 M⊙ yr
−1 and a super-Eddington accretion
continues. An accretion disk could be formed around the
neutron core after a while. Then, the accretion time is de-
termined by the viscous timescale, not the free-fall timescale,
but the accretion rate is estimated to be large enough to keep
a super-Eddington accretion even after the accretion time is
determined by the viscous timescale. The accretion disk can
blow large-scale outflows or jets that trigger an explosion of
a collapsing TZ˙O. The central core could collapse to a black
hole at some point.
The ejecta mass of a TZ˙O explosion is ∼ 10 M⊙ but the
explosion energy depends strongly on how much energy the
accretion disk can provide to the collapsing TZ˙O. A typical
binding energy of TZ˙Os is ∼ 1047 erg and the accretion may
be prevented when ∼ 1047 erg is provided to the ejecta. The
explosion energy in this case would be similar to those of
‘failed’ supernovae and exploding TZ˙Os may have similar
properties to them (e.g., Lovegrove & Woosley 2013). We
estimate that the maximum possible explosion energy of a
TZ˙O explosion is ∼ 1052 erg. Such a TZ˙O explosion would be
observed as an energetic Type II supernova or a hydrogen-
rich superluminous supernova. If a jet is launched, a very
long gamma-ray burst may also be accompanied. If mass
loss putting massive TZ˙Os below the stable mass limit is a
common trigger of TZ˙O explosions, TZ˙O explosion proper-
ties may be uniform. Especially, the ejecta mass could always
correspond to the mass limit of ≃ 14 M⊙ .
The rate of TZ˙O explosions is estimated to be ∼
10−4 yr−1. TZ˙Os are known to synthesize a large amount
of lithium and rp process elements. Because TZ˙Os explode,
they may be an important source of heavy elements pro-
duced by an exotic rp process as well as lithium in the Uni-
verse.
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